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Abstract

We examine learning behavior in auctions and fair division games with
independent private values under two di¤erent price rules, …rst and second
price. Participants face these four games repeatedly and submit complete
bid functions rather than single bids. This allows us to examine whether
learning is in‡uenced by the structural di¤erences between games. We …nd
that within the time horizon which we investigate, learning does not drive
toward risk neutral equilibrium bidding and characterize some features of
observed learning: Bid functions are adjusted globally rather than locally,
decision time matches the sequencing structure of game types, game rules
do matter, and directional learning theory o¤ers a partial explanation for
bid adjustments. The evidence supports a cognitive approach to learning.
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1. Introduction

Recently, learning has become a major topic in economic research. Whereas
in former times one either relied on (common knowledge of) rationality or that
markets will drive out irrational modes of behavior, one now is interested in the
processes of behavioral adjustments and open to what may be their results. In our
view, this interest in learning is most welcome and inspires behavioral economics,
especially since learning models explicitly account for decision makers imperfect
abilities to collect, store, retrieve, and analyze information.

One way to structure the di¤erent approaches to learning which are applied
in theoretical as well as empirical research is to separate cognitive– from non–
cognitive learning theories (see Selten, 1997, who distinguishes between ‘cognition’
as reasoning and ‘adaptation’ as routine adjustment without reasoning). Among
the cognitive models are e.g. ‘best–reply dynamics’, ‘…ctitious play’ and ‘direc-
tional learning’ (see, for instance, Selten and Buchta, 1998). Among non–cognitive
models ‘reinforcement learning’ (see Bush and Mosteller, 1955 and Roth and Erev,
1995), ‘imitation’ (Vega-Redondo, 1997), and ‘replicator dynamics’ (Taylor and
Jonker, 1978) are quite well–known.

While some cognitive–learning theories may be criticized of not going far
enough in modelling agents’ intellectual restrictions — for instance, best–reply
dynamics still assume that economic agents are perfect maximizers — the non–
cognitive ones might be accused of going too far by abandoning basically every
reasoning. We think that behavioral adjustment should be explained by some
sort of boundedly rational reasoning, allowing for adjusting behavior in response
to previous experiences, both by reevaluation of parameters and by cognitive
adaptations, e.g. in the sense of including new variables into the reasoning pro-
cess. Our study presents evidence in support of this view. For an investigation
that explicitly separates the respective predictions of cognitive and non–cognitive
adaptation see Abbink, Bolton, Sadrieh, and Tang (1996).

In our experiment we asked subjects to develop bid functions1 for four di¤erent
types of games, the …rst (respectively second) price auction and the …rst (respec-
tively second) price fair division game. A bid function speci…es a bid for each of 11
possible private values. After submitting bid functions a value is drawn randomly
and independently for each subject and the game outcome is determined accord-
ingly. Subjects participated in 36 games against randomly matched opponents

1For other experiments in which subjects had to submit bid functions see Selten and Buchta
(1998) as well as Güth (1998).
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and with the game type changing after every three rounds of bidding.
Developing a bid function is more demanding than deciding about a bid for

a single value; which is the usual practice in studies on bidding behavior (see
e.g. Kagel, 1995). Furthermore, since we exposed subjects to di¤erent games,
the decision task can be considered as rather complex. Nonetheless, in this envi-
ronment we …nd structures of learning behavior which we interpret as cognitive
though boundedly rational. While many studies on learning focus on rather sim-
ple games and an extremely long time horizon we think it is important to look
also at learning in more complex games with a short or intermediate time horizon.
We will discuss this in more detail later on.

As indicated within this paper we focus on learning aspects of bidding behav-
ior. In a companion paper (Güth, Ivanova, Königstein and Strobel, 1999) we show
that in most cases the bid functions are increasing, linear (or almost linear) and
in line with the comparative statics of equilibrium bidding for the di¤erent game
types (even though, in general, behavior does not match risk neutral equilibrium
behavior). Furthermore, in that paper we compare e¢ciency aspects and price
aspects of the various game types.

Our paper here is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental
games and their theoretical benchmark solutions. Furthermore we inform about
the experimental procedures we applied and the payments to subjects. Section 3
presents our empirical results and section 4 concludes.

2. Auctions and Fair Division Games

2.1. Games and Theoretical Solutions

Bidding behavior is a favorite topic in experimental economics (see for a selective
survey Kagel, 1995). Like in auction theory one distinguishes sequential and
sealed-bid auctions. We will focus here on sealed bid–experiments in which a single
object is to be allocated and for which each potential buyer has an independent
private value. We investigate four di¤erent allocation rules which we refer to as
game types (see table 2.1): First Price Auction (A1), Second Price Auction (A2),
First Price Fair Division Game (F1) and Second Price Fair Division Game (F2).
Fair division games di¤er from auctions in that the price at which the object is sold
gets distributed among all bidders. In auctions the price is earned by an outside
agent, the seller. While the use of auctions to solve allocation problems is common,
fair division games may be less familiar. For instance, allocating inheritance is a
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Price Rule Auction Fair Division
Game

price = highest bid A1 F1
price = 2nd highest bid A2 F2

Table 2.1: The four game types.

Price Auction Fair Division Game

b¤i (vi) =
n¡1
n vi b¤i (vi) =

n
n+1vi

highest bid E (p¤) = n¡1
n+1 E (p¤) =

³
n
n+1

´2

E (¼¤i (vi)) =
vni
n E (¼¤i (vi)) =

vni
n + n¡1

n(n+1)

b¤i (vi) = vi b¤i (vi) =
n
n+1vi +

1
n+1

2nd highest bid E (p¤) = n¡1
n+1 E (p¤) = n2+1

(n+1)2

E (¼¤i (vi)) =
vni
n E (¼¤i (vi)) =

vni
n + n¡1

n(n+1)

Table 2.2: Bidding function, expected price and expected payo¤ according to the
risk neutral equilibrium for the four game types.

real life situation which resembles a fair division game. The object is collectively
owned by the heirs who, in many cases, are the only bidders. Similar problems
result when a joint venture is terminated.2

In both, auctions as well as fair division games, the ‘axiom of envy-free net
trades with respect to bids’ (Güth, 1986) implies that the object should be allo-
cated to the highest bidder at a price which does not exceed the highest bid and
which does not fall below the second highest bid. The two price rules we inves-
tigate, highest respectively 2nd highest price, are the two polar cases satisfying
this axiom. Besides, comparing bidding behavior under these two price rules is
familiar in experimental studies.3

Let vi be a bidder’s private value for the object to be sold, and suppose vi is
drawn for each player i = 1; :::; n independently from a uniform distribution on the

2For an experimental study on a related topic, the so called zero-revenue auctions, see Fran-
ciosi, Isaac, Pingry, and Reynolds (1993). However, since these are multi-unit auctions we do
not compare their results to ours.

3See the survey by Kagel (1995).
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unit interval. If all bidders are risk neutral, the equilibrium bid function b¤i (vi);
expected equilibrium price E(p¤) and expected equilibrium payo¤ E(¼¤i (vi)) are
as shown in table 2.2. For a derivation of these results see Güth and van Damme
(1986).

2.2. Experimental Games and Procedures

In our experiment the private values ~vi did not vary continuously, but were drawn
from the set

~V = f50; 60; 70; 80; 90; 100; 110; 120; 130; 140; 150g

with all values ~vi 2 ~V being equally likely. These values are denoted in a …ctitious
currency ECU (experimental currency unit) at which subjects could resell the
object to the experimenter. For ease of comparison of the empirical bids ~bi and
values ~vi with the theoretical solution given above all our analysis will be done
for normalized bids bi and values vi:

vi =
~vi ¡ 50
100

bi =
~bi ¡ 50
100

:

Accordingly the space of possible values is V = f0; 0:1; :::; 1g : When we refer
to the theoretical benchmark case as described above, we essentially neglect the
discreteness of V:

Within a session each subject participated in 36 consecutive games of the four
di¤erent types. Nine subjects formed a session group. In each of the 36 periods
they were randomly partitioned into three groups of three bidders. The number
of bidders involved in each game (n = 3) was commonly known, but not their
identity. All subjects in all sessions played the same sequence of games. Within
periods t = 1 to 3 they played A1, within t = 4 to 6 they played A2, in t = 7 to
9 the game type was F2 and in t = 9 to 12 it was F1. This comprised the …rst
block of 12 games. Then they played block 2 (periods 13 to 24) and 3 (periods 25
to 36) in the same sequence as block 1.

Most participants were students of economics or business administration of
Humboldt–University. They had been invited by lea‡ets to participate in an
experiment announced to last about three hours, and sessions actually took about
that long. After entering the laboratory they were placed at isolated computer
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terminals. Communication among participants was not allowed during the session.
While reading the instructions (see the appendix) they could privately ask for
clarifying questions or for help regarding handling the PC.

In each game they had to submit a complete bidding strategy (bid vector)
bi(vi). Thus, they had to enter a bid for each of the 11 values vi 2 V: The
actual value v0i was drawn thereafter. Payments were determined according to the
game rules and using the submitted bidding strategies.4 Subjects were informed
on screen about v0i, about whether or not they were buyer, about the price p at
which the object was sold and about their own payo¤ ¼i in that game. Then the
next game followed. Appendix B shows some sample screen shots.

Each game type applied nine times. In the …rst of these nine games the bid
screen was blank and each subject had to enter a new vector of 11 bids (one for
each vi 2 V ). In later periods the last bid vector for the same game type was
displayed as default. It could be revised or submitted as it is. Of course, this may
favor the status quo and may work against adjusting behavior over time. We did
it for practical reasons. If subjects do not want to always adjust all bids, this saves
time and helps to prevent them from getting bored by the task. Altogether we
ran 6 sessions and collected 1944 bidding strategies (54 subjects times 36 games).

2.3. Payments

Subjects total earnings out of the 36 games ranged between 31 DM and 96 DM
with a mean of 56 DM (about 33 US$ at the time of the experiment including
a show up fee of 10 DM). In the …rst half of the sessions we used the same
conversion rate for ECU (Experimental Currency Unit) into cash: 1 ECU = 0.05
DM. Theoretically and practically this generates rather asymmetric monetary
incentives for auctions versus fair division games. Güth (1998) tried to guarantee
equal monetary incentives by adjusting the conversion rate such that equilibrium
pro…ts were equal for vi = 0:5. Instead we used actually observed pro…ts of the
…rst three sessions and adjusted the conversion rate to induce equal expected
payo¤s based on observed behavior. This meant for sessions 4 to 6 that one ECU
was worth DM 0.2857 in auctions and DM 0.02857

Essentially this means that we had a payo¤–treatment: 3 sessions with equal
conversion rate and 3 sessions with unequal conversion rate. Theoretically these

4The strategy method obviously provides more information than collecting only one bid for
a single value. But since ex–post only one component of the bid vector is payo¤–relevant, it
lowers the incentives of bidding at each single value. By restricting the set V we have tried to
achieve a reasonable compromise.
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payo¤ di¤erences are irrelevant. And, since in all data analyses we ran, we did
not …nd them being relevant, we will not discuss them any further.

3. Results

3.1. Monotonicity and Convergence of Bid Adjustments

Before investigating whether subjects learn any speci…c kind of behavior, one
might ask whether they did learn something at all. If subjects do learn some-
thing, one should observe — after su¢cient time — some stationary behavioral
pattern. Here, this would mean that individuals adjust their bid functions and
with experience approach some stable individual bid function.

Each subject i played each type of game nine times. For every type we will
refer to the bid function in the ninth play as i’s …nal bid function. Hence the
…nal bid functions of game type A1, A2, F2, and F1 are bi;27(vi), bi;30(vi), bi;33(vi),
and bi;36(vi), respectively. To measure bid function adjustments for game type
A1 we calculated separately for each individual the Euclidean distance DA1

i (t) ´
kbit(vi) ¡ bi;27(vi)k between i’s bid function bit(vi) in period t and i’s …nal bid
function where t 2 f1; 2; 3; 13; 14; 15; 25; 26g, i.e. t is a period in which game
type A1 was played. Analogously we calculated DA2

i (t), DF2
i (t), and DF1

i (t). We
consider an adjustment process as monotone, if Dji (t) with j 2 fA1,A2,F2,F1g
is decreasing in t. Furthermore, a monotone adjustment process will be called
‘convergent’, if Dji (t) decreases more rapidly in earlier than in later periods, i.e. if
Dji (t) is convex. Both, monotone processes and (even more) converging processes,
will be interpreted as evidence for learning.

For classi…cation of the observed processes we used slightly weaker criteria
than those described above in order to allow for some error. Speci…cally, we …tted
a piecewise–linear regression line to the data with Dji (t) as dependent and t as
independent variable, and allowing for a kink of this line after 4 (out of the 8)
periods. Accordingly, a process is regarded monotone, if both slope coe¢cients
are negative. If in addition the coe¢cient is smaller in absolute value for later
periods, the process is convergent.

Table 3.1 displays the relative frequencies of observed monotone, respectively
convergent adjustment processes. As one can see, between 61% and 74% of all
individual bid functions exhibit a convergent adjustment process; between 92%
and 100% are monotone. Thus, even though we do not know yet what speci…c
kind of bidding behavior subjects learn, we know that they do learn something.
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Adjustment Process Game Type
A1 A2 F2 F1

Monotone 92% 95% 96% 100%
Monotone and Convergent 61% 69% 74% 70%
Monotone and Not Convergent 31% 26% 22% 30%

Not Monotone 8% 5% 4% 0%
Sum (mon. and non–mon.) 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 3.1: Classi…cation of adjustment processes for di¤erent game types.

3.2. No Learning of Risk Neutral Equilibrium Bidding

Many theoretical models in auction theory work with the assumption that bidders
are risk neutral (see e.g. the survey by Wolfstetter, 1996). It was shown in Güth et
al. (1999) for the same data set analyzed here that by and large the risk neutral
equilibrium (RNE) …ts the data poorly. Nevertheless, since there is a learning
process going on, it could well be that this process works into the direction of the
RNE. In this case one might speculate whether subjects will play according to
the RNE if they were given more time to gain experience and to learn. However,
…gures 3.1-3.4 suggest that this is not the case. They present time paths of
estimates of the aggregate bid functions of each session. Speci…cally, based on
piecewise–linear regressions of the aggregate bid function for each session, they
show the predicted bids for vi = 0; vi = 0:5; and vi = 1 for the four game types.5

A reference line in each …gure indicates the RNE bid. We hardly observe any
movement towards it. So, we conclude that the learning process does not drive
towards the RNE.

5To give the RNE a better chance we excluded some data which were obviously problematic.
Remember that altogether we collected 1944 individual bid functions. Güth et al. (1998) showed
that 98% of these were strictly increasing and that most of them were quite accurately predicted
(according to the coe¢cient of determination R2) by a piecewise–linear model — i.e., bi(vi) is
piecewise–linear in vi — allowing for a kink of the regression line at vi = 0:5: In computing the
estimates of the aggregate session bid function, which we present here, we therefore excluded
individual bid functions which were not strictly increasing, and furthermore those with an R2

of the piecewise–linear model smaller than 80%. Taken together we thereby exluded 84 (4%) of
the bid functions.
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Figure 3.1: Time paths of estimated bids in …rst price auctions (A1)
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Figure 3.2: Time paths of estimated bids in second price auctions (A2)
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Figure 3.3: Time paths of estimated bids in second price fair division games (F2)
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Figure 3.4: Time paths of estimated bids in …rst price fair division games (F1)
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3.3. Cognitive versus Non–Cognitive Learning

It has become quite popular to explain economic behavior as being driven by
some non–cognitive dynamic process. Examples for theoretical work in this …eld
are models in evolutionary game theory (see e.g. Weibull, 1995). An example for
empirical work trying to explain laboratory behavior by reinforcement learning is
Roth and Erev (1995). Most of these studies rely on rather simple game models6

and an extremely long time horizon. Although such experiments are obviously
needed, their results may not be applicable to many real life–decision problems.
One usually does not play 500 or 1000 times. So, a short– or intermediate– rather
than a long term perspective may be more important.

We conjecture that by a cognitive short– or mid–term learning process the
boundedly rational economic agent eliminates some bad decisions to reach a stable
behavioral pattern at which some aspiration level is reached. After reaching this
stable pattern — this does not necessarily mean constant play — the agent might
occasionally try some new strategy to see whether he may reach an even better
outcome. At this stage behavior might resemble ‘trial and error’–experimentation
or some other non–cognitive dynamics. If a game is rather simple, a stable be-
havioral pattern may be developed from the start, and all subsequent variation
in decisions might follow non–cognitive dynamics. So, while we do not deny that
some economic behavior can be captured by a non–cognitive dynamic process,
we believe that the largest adjustments in behavior take place within a short or
intermediate time span and are based on a cognitive, though boundedly ratio-
nal, analysis of the situation. However, whether one perspective on learning is
superior to the other has to be found out via empirical research. Following this
programmatic discussion, the next sections will provide evidence which seems to
support a cognitive approach.

3.4. Local Adjustments versus Global Adjustments

While in each game each subject had to enter a complete bid function, only
one private value v0i was actually drawn (in each game). So, within that game
only the bid submitted for this value bi(v0i) was payo¤ relevant. Accordingly, the
informational feedback received by individual i after each game — i.e., i’s value
v0i; the price p; whether or not i bought the object and i’s pro…t — might suggest
whether bi(v0i) should be adjusted in future periods, but it does not tell anything

6For instance, in order to apply their learning model upon the ultimatum game — which is
not a too complicated game anyway — Roth and Erev simplify it even further.
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Figure 3.5: Frequency distributions for the number of bid functions changes for
the di¤erent game types.

regarding bids bi(v00i ) for all values v00i 6= v0i. A naturally arising question is therefore
whether bid functions were adjusted only ‘locally’ at vi or rather ‘globally’ at all
values.

Figure 3.5 shows frequency distributions for the number of bid functions
changes for the di¤erent game types. Note that the maximal number of changes
is 11; this means that a bid vector is changed in each component. We observe
that if a bid function is changed at all, it is simultaneously changed at all values
in most cases.7 We therefore conclude that bid functions are adjusted globally
rather than locally.

7A single subject plays each game type nine times. So, it can change its bid function for
each game in at most eight periods (change periods). The maximal number of change periods
per subject is therefore 32 and the maximal number of change periods per game type is 432
(54 subjects times 8). The percentages of change periods (observed change periods divided by
maximal change periods times 100) are 54% in A1, 48% in A2, 34% in F2 and 33% in F1.
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3.5. Sequence Structure of Games and Decision Time

As explained above we chose a speci…c sequencing of playing the 4 types of games.
Each game was played 3 times in a row before the next type of game was played
for 3 periods. 12 periods (4 times 3 periods) formed 1 block. The sequence
within each block was A1, A2, F2, F1. Altogether subjects played 3 blocks (36
games). While the game rules di¤ered between the 4 game types, the format of
subjects’ decisions were the same. Figure 3.6 shows that the average decision time
closely matches the sequencing structure of the games. Decision time is high at
the beginning and decreases over periods, but it does not decrease too fast. If
subjects followed a non–cognitive learning approach, we do not see why decisions
should take less time in the end than in the middle of the sequence. Furthermore,
…gure 3.6 shows that decision time ‘jumps up’ whenever the game type changes;
i.e. at periods 1, 4, 7, 10, ...34. Within the …rst block (periods 1, 4, 7, and 10)
this is natural, since all subjects had to type in a new bid vector; in later periods,
however, they could rely on their former strategy for the same game type and just
click the OK–button. But, the displayed path also shows spikes in periods 13,
16, ..., 34 were the above explanation does not hold. If one takes the time span
subjects need to come up with a decision as an indicator of their cognitive e¤ort,
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this structure is quite plausible.8

3.6. Directional Learning

After each play a participant was informed about the realization of his own value
v0i, whether or not he became buyer, the price p at which the object was sold and
his own pro…t. Clearly, such feedback allows for directional learning in the sense
of ex post–comparisons of the chosen versus alternative bids (Selten and Buchta,
1998). In the following we want to examine ‘Directional Learning’–theory within
a bidding context (see Selten and Buchta, 1998, and Güth, 1998). This theory
tries to predict the direction of strategy adaptation after information feedback: If
another strategy would have yielded a better outcome according to the received
information a participant is expected to move (i.e., adjust his strategy) into this
direction.

So, in …rst price auctions a subject i who became buyer in period t¡ 1 should
lower his bid in t, since a bid reduction might have increased his payo¤ in t ¡ 1:
On the contrary, a non–buyer j whose value in t¡ 1 was above the price, v0j > p;
could have made a positive pro…t by a higher bid and therefore should increase
his bid in t: If v0j · p non–buyer j could not possibly have made a positive pro…t.
Hence learning direction theory does not make a prediction in this case (see Selten
and Buchta, 1998).

By similar arguments we developed conditions for directional predictions for all
four game types. They are summarized in table 3.2. We used a slightly di¤erent
criterion in A1 than Selten and Buchta for the following reasons. Consider buyer
i who earned a positive pro…t in t ¡ 1: Although a bid reduction might have
increased his pro…t, he might as well have lost money by becoming a non–buyer.
Selten and Buchta argue that ‘it is not clear how high the second bid was but
higher pro…t could have been made by some lower bid’ (p. 12). But this holds
only for continuous bids. Since in our experiment bids are discrete, even a small
bid reduction may lead to i becoming a non–buyer. However, if buyer i earned
a non–positive pro…t in t¡ 1; a bid reduction could have never reduced but may
have increased his pro…t. This is the condition we applied in A1. Analogous
reasoning results in the other conditions displayed in table 3.2.

Altogether we …nd 318 (¼18%) out of 1728 cases where directional learning is
8We compared the results for sessions with even conversion rates (ECU to german Mark) for

auctions and fair division games to those with uneven conversion rate, to see whether decision
time is increasing in payo¤, but found no systematic di¤erence.
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Predicted Direction Condition for Prediction
of Bid Change A1 A2 F2 F1

Buyer Buyer Buyer Buyer
bid # and and and and

¦i · 0 ¦i < 0 ¦i < 1
3p ¦i · 1

3p
Not Buyer Not Buyer Not Buyer Not Buyer

bid " and and and and
p < v0i p < v0i p · v0i p < v0i

no prediction Otherwise Otherwise Otherwise Otherwise

Table 3.2: Conditions for applying directional learning theory and predicted di-
rections of bid changes.

applicable. The numbers and relative frequencies of correct and wrong bid changes
as well as the numbers and frequencies of no bid changes are displayed in table
3.3 (rows denoted by “Sum”). Accordingly, the percentage of wrong predictions
is 5% or smaller for all four game types; on average it is 4%. The frequency of
right predictions is on average 41%, while bids remain unchanged in 55% of the
cases. Observe that the percentage of right predictions is substantially smaller
in fair division games than in auctions. We attribute this to the more complex
structure of fair division games in contrast to auctions. Therefore subjects face
more di¢culties to …gure out the correct direction via cognitive thinking.

In the rows denoted by “Change period” and “Other period” we break down
the information of the “Sum”–rows by di¤erent types of periods: periods in which
the game type had just changed (change periods) and other periods. Note that in
change periods the relevant feedback information to be applied by a ‘directional
learner’ was received 10 periods before. In other periods it was received just be-
fore the current period. A natural implication of boundedly rational directional
learning is therefore that the predictive success should be smaller for change pe-
riods than for other periods. Table 3.3 shows that this is indeed the case for all
four game types, although the e¤ect is partly marginal.

We sum up our …ndings regarding directional learning as follows:

1. Due to our criteria for predicting the direction of bid changes, about 18%
of all observed bids can be considered as test cases for directional learning
theory.

2. We …nd violations of the theory in less than 6% of the cases for each game
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Observed direction

Game type Right Wrong No bid
change

Sum
(100%)

A1 Sum 34 (56%) 2 (3%) 25 (41%) 61
Change period 5 (50%) 1 (10%) 4 (40%) 10
Other period 29 (57%) 1 (2%) 21 (41%) 51

A2 Sum 39 (57%) 1 (1%) 29 (42%) 69
Change period 11 (55%) 0 (0%) 9 (45%) 20
Other period 28 (57%) 1 (2%) 20 (41%) 49

F2 Sum 33 (34%) 5 (5%) 59 (61%) 97
Change period 7 (33%) 1 (5%) 13 (62%) 21
Other period 26 (34%) 4 (5%) 46 (61%) 76

F1 Sum 25 (27%) 4 (5%) 62 (68%) 91
Change period 4 (15%) 3 (11%) 20 (74%) 27
Other period 21 (33%) 1 (1%) 42 (66%) 64

All game types, Sum 131 (41%) 12 (4%) 175 (55%) 318
Change period 27 (35%) 5 (6%) 46 (59%) 78
Other period 104 (43%) 7 (3%) 129 (54%) 240

Table 3.3: Predictive success of directional learning in change periods versus other
periods.
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type. If the bids are changed at all (and directional learning is applicable),
they are mostly changed into the right direction. The conditional frequency
for adjusting into the right direction is 92% on average (which can be cal-
culated immediately from table 3.3).

3. Learning direction theory predicts slightly better for recent feedback com-
pared to more distant feedback.

4. Learning direction theory predicts better for game types which are less com-
plex.

4. Conclusions

In (applied) game theory one has theoretically assumed that rationality of all
strategically interacting agents is commonly known. Although one often justi…es
this by an ”as if”-interpretation (irrational behavior will be eliminated by market
forces), the new interest in learning and evolution has inspired many thorough
studies when rationality can be expected and when not.

There are, of course, many ways to formulate the dynamics of learning and
evolution. Best reply dynamics for instance, only questions the assumption that
rationality is commonly known, but it does not question at all individual decision
rationality. Other learning and evolutionary dynamics like reinforcement learning
(Bush and Mosteller, 1955 and Roth and Erev, 1995) or replicator dynamics
(Weibull, 1995) deny any cognition and view behavior as being driven by past
results, especially past (reproductive) success.

In our study here we presented evidence for cognitive rather then non–cognitive
adjustment of bidding behavior. While the data reject learning of RNE bidding,
which is the benchmark solution for risk neutral and perfectly rational bidders,
subjects do learn something. Almost all adjustment paths are monotone and most
are convergent. We do not want to speculate about where this learning will …nally
settle, but characterize some features of the process.

First, bid functions are adjusted globally rather than locally. So, subjects
‘interpret’ the local feedback as having informational content for other or even
all components of the bid vector. A reasonable cognitive principle that might
explain such behavior is ‘generalization’. Non–cognitive approaches could possibly
model this behavior as parameter learning, e.g. by allowing adjustments of a
proportional or absolute degree of under–, respectively overbidding that is applied
to all components of the bid vector.
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Secondly, while overall the time subjects use for deciding is decreasing by
periods, it closely matches the sequencing structure of the di¤erent games types.
A plausible explanation is that decision time represents cognitive e¤ort.

Last but not least, we have argued that some cognitive learning theory, di-
rectional learning, o¤ers at least a partial explanation of the observed changes in
bidding behavior.

Nonetheless, more work needs to be done until the cognitive processes of bid-
ding adjustments in auctions and fair division games are well understood.
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A. Instructions9

Please read these instructions carefully. They are identical for all participants.
During the experiment you will take part in several auctions. In every auction

a …ctitious commodity is for sale which you can resell to the experimenters. You
9This is a shortened and translated version of the instructions. For the original instructions

(in German), please contact one of the authors.
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are one of three bidders. Each bidder has his own private reselling value v which
can be 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, or 150 ECU (Experimental
Currency Unit) and is independently drawn. Each value appears with the same
probability.

Before you get to know your individual reselling value v you have to place a
bid for every possible v:

b(50); b(60); b(70); :::; b(150).

After every bidder in your group has placed his bid vector your actual bid
is determined by b(v). The bidder with the highest bid buys the commodity
and pays a price according to the pricing rule. Then he sells the commodity to
the experimenter and receives his reselling value. The other bidders do not pay
anything and do not receive the commodity. If there are two or three highest bids,
the buyer is chosen by random.

There are 4 di¤erent types of auctions. In type 1 and 2 the auction revenue
is kept back by the experimenter whereas in type 3 and 4 the auction revenue is
equally divided among the bidders. In auction types 1 and 4 the price corresponds
to the highest actual bid. In auction types 2 and 3 the price which has to be paid
corresponds to the second highest actual bid.

Type 1 (First Price Auction)

² Price = highest bid (p = b1)

² Bidder with highest bid becomes buyer. He pays p.

² Revenue (p) is kept back by the experimenter.

² Pro…t of buyer: v ¡ p = v ¡ b1
² Pro…t of non-buyers: 0

Type 2 (Second Price Auction)

² Price = second highest bid (p = b2)

² Bidder with highest bid becomes buyer. He pays p.

² Revenue (p) is kept back by the experimenter.
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² Pro…t of buyer: v ¡ p = v ¡ b2
² Pro…t of non-buyers: 0

Type 3 (Second Price Fair Division Game)

² Price = second highest bid (p = b2)

² Bidder with highest bid becomes buyer. He pays p.

² Revenue (p) is distributed among the bidders.

² Pro…t of buyer: v ¡ p+ 1
3p = v ¡ b2 + 1

3b2 = v ¡ 2
3b2

² Pro…t of non-buyers: 1
3p =

1
3b2

Type 4 (First Price Fair Division Game)

² Price = highest bid (p = b1)

² Bidder with highest bid becomes buyer. He pays p.

² Revenue (p) is distributed among the bidders.

² Pro…t of buyer: v ¡ p+ 1
3p = v ¡ b1 + 1

3b1 = v ¡ 2
3b1

² Pro…t of non-buyers: 1
3p =

1
3b1

Altogether you play 36 auctions. In each auction the bidder groups are formed
randomly. After you have placed your bid you get information about the price,
your private reselling value, whether or not you bought, and how much you have
earned. Any decision you make is anonymous and can not be related to your
person. If you have questions, please, don’t ask loud, but raise your hand. We
will then clarify problems privately.
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Figure B.1: Example of a bidding screen.

B. Sample screen shots

The screen in Figure B.1 was used by the subjects to place their bids. In the upper
right corner one …nds information about the type of the game. When subjects face
a certain type of game for the …rst time all bid …elds are empty. In later rounds
subjects faced their strategy which they used in the last play of the same game
type. They did not have to retype their strategy if they did not want to change
it.Figure B.2 is the screen which subjects receive after an auction. It informs the
participant whether (s)he became the buyer, the price, the individual value v¤i ,
the own bid for this value, and the payo¤ resulting from all this events.
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Figure B.2: Example of an information screen.
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